April 30, 2020
Exploring inner and outer space
In case you missed it, watch WHOI's Tim Shank and NASA astronaut Suni Williams discuss the sea's comic connections.

Our radioactive ocean
WHOI's Ken Buesseler talks with Future Hindsight about the fate of radioactivity in the ocean.

What have we learned from Deepwater Horizon?
Paper's major findings, technological advances could help in next deep-sea spill.

Why sunlight matters for marine oil spills
WHOI's research since Deepwater Horizon disaster reveals sun's importance in dissolving petroleum.

Working from home: Chris German
Stuck indoors, a geochemist dreams about life in the oceans beyond Earth.

Ocean Encounters: Life on Shipwrecks
Robert Ballard and Kirstin Meyer-Kaiser talk about the afterlife of sunken ships May 6, at 7:30 p.m. EST.

WHOI IN THE NEWS

SOUTH COAST TODAY
Buttonwood Park Zoo offers virtual look at 'Ocean Twilight Zone'.

THE BOSTON GLOBE
Region’s right whales in worse shape than others

CBC
10 years after Deepwater Horizon – what has science learned from the spill?

SEA WANDERER
Ecology WHOI joins effort to accelerate marine life protection technology

EOS
The Coronavirus Hurts Some of Science's Most Vulnerable

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
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